
Covered call writing is one of the strategies to enhance potential income from stocks. With this strategy, fund managers 
broaden the income source for the funds. The idea is like this: by holding the stocks and selling the call options on the same 
assets, potential call premium can be received as an additional income.
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Assume the strike price of the call option is $44

Owning the stock Selling the call optionsCovered call strategy

How does a call option work?1

Call option outcomes2

Call option seller Call option buyer

Owns the right to buy the stock
from the seller at the strike price
specified in the contract before

the option expires.

Sells the
call option

Receives potential
call premium as
additional income 
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Purchase price of
Company X’s share $38

Strike price of the
call option $44

Call premium
per share $2

Amount of shares
bought 100

Amount of call
option sold 100

Scenario 1

Overall return : $400 

Stock price
of Company X

>

Rises to $40

Purchase price $38

<
Strike price $44

  Stock price gain：
（$40-$38）x100=$200

  Call premium：
  $2x100=$200

This is an out-of-the-money 
option and will not be exercised.

Scenario 2

Overall return : $800 

Stock price
of Company X

>

Rises to $45

Purchase price $38

<
Strike price $44

  Stock price gain：
（$44-$38）x100=$600

  Call premium：
  $2x100=$200This is an in-the-money option 

and will be exercised. Stock 
will be sold to the option buyer 
at strike price ($44).

Scenario 3

Overall return : -$600 

Stock price
of Company X

>

Falls to $30

Purchase price $38

<
Strike price $44

  Stock price loss：
（$30-$38）x100=-$800

  Call premium：
  $2x100=$200

This is an out-of-the-money 
option and will not be exercised.

Three scenarios of the covered call option strategy3

Pros and cons of a covered call strategy4

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The above examples are based on assumption of holding all other factors constant; actual situation may di�er from the above cases. For illustrative purposes only 
and not guaranteed in any way. Writing covered call options gives the option purchasers the right, but not the obligation, to purchase the referenced equities in the future at a pre-determined price (“strike 
price”). Writing covered call options limits the potential capital growth of the referenced equities to the strike price thereby limiting the overall potential return. Beyond the collected option premium, writing 
covered call options does not limit downside risk and investor will remain fully exposed to the risk that the referenced equities substantially fall in value.

Potential
benefits

Enhances potential income
By selling call options on the stocks 
held in the portfolio, call premium 
may enhance the overall potential 
income.

Limits the potential gain
May limit the fund’s upside 
potential when stock prices rise 
above strike prices. 

Loss in stock price exceeds 
the bu�er
Investor will remain fully 
exposed to the risk that the 
referenced equities substantially 
fall in value.

Bu�ers the loss in stock price 
by the call premium portion 
Call premium o�ers some down-
side bu�ers when the stock price 
drops.

Potential
risks

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only and not guaranteed in any way.


